SUMMARY
Analysing the contents of The English Dancing Master, first edition, published by John Playford in
1651 ; elaborating a typology based on the 105 dances in the book.

WHY THIS CHOICE? WHAT IS AT STAKE?
Why I chose to do research on the dances in John Playford’s first edition, plus 18 more out of the
fourth edition.
In France, the English figure dances are little known or not known at all. People are often prejudiced
against them and few researchers bother investigating them.
In England, the initial research led by Cecil Sharp and his team (Maud Karpeles and George
Butterworth) grew into a dogma that still today largely influences the way the EFDSS1 views these
dances.

Important English researchers (now deceased)
such as Patrick Shuldham-Shaw2 and Tom
Cook3 tried to make things move, offering new
interpretations of some Playford4 dances, but
neither really succeeded in softening the
current orthodoxy.

Patrick Shuldam-Shaw 1917-1977

We find a different situation in the
associations or companies dedicated to the
transmission of historical dances: they use
research to feed teaching, in particular within
THDS5. However theirs is a different world,
and so far there has been an impassable
barrier between English traditional dances and
historical dances

Some people6 are presently trying to establish some links between the two.

___________________
1 English Folk Dance and Song Society : https://www.efdss.org
2 EFDSS Gold Badge Award recipient 1971
3 EFDSS Gold Badge Award recipient 1990
4 For instance Pat Shaw held a monthly workshop over ten years or so, Another look at Playford, starting from the original writings and I

remember Tom Cook’s reinterpretation of Confess, a beautiful dance out of the first edition, with impressive exactness and pertinence.
5 The Historical Dance Society: https://historical dance.org.uk
6 Among them Ms Anne Daye, director of research and teaching in THDS, who was kind enough to oversee my work on Playford.

I belong to the movement prescribing going back to the text, for the figures and for the stepping – an
even more polemical area.
Let’s consider the background and go back to Cecil Sharp and his work

Born in London in 1860 in a traders’ family, Cecil Sharp
studied mathematics and music in Cambridge. He tried
his luck in Australia but came back to England in 1892.
He got married, started a family and tried to make a
living teaching and composing music.

Cecil Sharp 1859-1924

On the evening of December 26, 1899, he saw a team of
Morris men performing in a village near Oxford,
Headington Quarry. He didn’t pay much attention to the
dance but noted the melodies and made harmonisations
to have them played by a string orchestra. A few years
later he met a traditional singer and decided to start
collecting folk songs. He started to deliver lectures,
published a book and became a recognised expert.

He met Mary Neal, who was from a rich family and
active in educating young London working girls. She
had founded a club for them to learn a job but also to
study singing and dancing as taught by folk artists
invited from other areas. At first Cecil Sharp and
Mary Neal worked together on shows starting with a
lecture delivered by Sharp. However they soon had
differences – Sharp thought Neal was unmethodical,
Neal found Sharp pedantic. A fairly tough power
struggle followed and lasted a few years. The stakes
were important: after the Folk Song Society was
created in 1898, the English Folk Dance Society
started in 1911 and Sharp became its first director; he
also headed the Stratford festival for folk arts

Mary Neal 1860-1944 1

Mary Neal was thus discarded and Sharp, who was looking for his destiny, found his mission: making
his countrymen aware of the wealth of their traditions, both in terms of music and of dancing. It was
the right period for this: mounting nationalism throughout Europe quickened the interest for
research into the artistic identity of each country; it was often thought that the English musical
tradition was poor or even non-existent7
--------------------------------------------------------7

«Up till a few years ago it was commonly believed that the English race was the only one in Europe that was unable to make any
contribution to the literature of Folk songs» Cecil Sharp, The Country Dance Book part I, 1909.

Cecil Sharp didn’t spare his efforts to prove his opponents wrong. He collected dances in Devon,
Derbyshire, Oxfordshire, Warwickshire, Surrey and Somerset8.
At the same time, he re-discovered the Playford9 editions.
Dancers interested in Playford’s publications owe him a debt of gratitude for working so hard on
translating John Playford’s scribes’ too concise and often obscure notes into a language all can
understand.
In order to achieve this, Sharp found help in books10 published much later than the first edition of the
Dancing Master. Some are contemporary to the last Playford editions (the very last one was
published in 1728).
It is easy to understand why Sharp relied on those texts: they were much easier to read and often
came with drawings showing the different figures or the dancers’ trajectory ; however it is also a bit
of a problem, since we cannot be sure what is called chaîne pour trois danseurs11 is exactly the
same as the straight hey for three mentioned in the 1651 edition. This is what Pat Shaw wrote
about this point: “Some of the figures seem to have been in fashion throughout the whole
period, while others came and went according to the whims of popular taste […] sometimes
the manner of performance of a given figure appears to have been much the same
throughout the century, but some figures […] changed considerably. This is one of the
difficulties encountered in interpreting country dances […]12. ”
It is worth noting that Sharp didn’t look for help in writings on social dances prior to the 1651 edition.
Such writings, though, are numerous and well documented both in France and in Italy. They would
have thrown a light on the scant prescriptions about stepping to be found in all the editions of the
Dancing Master. There are two: a short sequel of steps called « single » and a longer one called
« double ». In France and in Italy, single and double steps have been known and described, with
some variations, since the middle of the 15th century
When Sharp and the pedagogical teams he had just created out of his first demonstration group
started to teach, the repertoire they had to pass on was huge and heterogeneous. It covered dances
that were somewhat alike but not identical. Showing on the same level dances collected in England,
in the Appalachian mountains, men’s ritual dances and London ballroom dances as if they belonged
together, Sharp and his successors mixed things up, underplayed the differences and contrasts and
created a confusion still existing today.

Douglas Kennedy who, after Sharp, headed what would become the EFDSS in 1932, recognised this
candidly. Answering Tom Cook on why Mary Neal had been discarded, he mentions discussing it with

------------------------------------8 Bringing back 23 dances published in 1909.
9 Altogether he was to clarify and publish 159 Playford dances.
10 Among them works published by John Essex in 1710, Kellom Tomlinson in 1735, Nicholas Duke in 1752 and Thomas Wilson in the early

19th century
11 For instance as described by Thomas Wilson, with a diagram, in An Analysis of Country Dancing, London, 1811.
12 Pat Shaw, Holland as seen in the English Country Dance 1713-1820, 1960.

her in 1937 : « … she gave me a lecture not on Morris Dancing but on country dancing. She said the
EFDS, under Sharp and his successors, had invented a new dance style that had nothing to do either
with rural traditions or with balls danced in the Playford period. She was right. Without being aware
of it, we created little by little a style of dancing that answered our needs and that would be used
for different types of dances, from Playford to the running set. » 13
After World War 1 Sharp and his successors made up and transmitted as a whole a heterogeneous
choreographic repertoire because they needed to speak with one voice and show a united strength.
It is true they thus managed to keep alive, and pass on to a new generation, dances that would have
sunk into oblivion but for their intervention. But the older branch of the repertoire, the one I am
studying, suffers from having been severed from its historical continuum.
We don’t repudiate Sharp’s interpretation for the English dance figures but we now have to freshen
up his research by looking for other models, in particular in social dances in Europe at the end of the
16th and in the early 17th century.

Old dances

Society
Dances

Modern dances
Traditional
Dances collected in England and in the Appalachians
Men’s ritual
dances

--------------------------------13 Cecil Sharp & Mary Neal. Recollections by Douglas Kennedy, as communicated to Tom Cook, English Dance & Song, EFDSS, 1988.

A REPERTOIRE IS BORN
Where do English figure dances come from as a specific genus?
Let me state first that 1651, the date of John Playford’s first edition of the Dancing Master, is
not a good basis for a history of Country dancing. 1651 is the moment when the repertoire comes
into a written form but Country dance as a specific type of period social dance is mentioned long
before that time. Thus in Misogonus , a 1577 theatre play : « What countrye daunces do you
dayly frequent ?14 » one of the characters asks. After Misogonus, other dances
described in one or several editions of the Dancing Master are mentioned in plays before 165115.
Other written testimonies link figure dances to the court of Elizabeth I. The first one is found in the
Sydney Papers16 . The date is 1600 : “Her Majestie is in very good health, and comes much
abroad these holidayes : for almost every night she is in the presence to see the ladies
daunce the old and new country dances, with tabor and pipe.”17
In 1602 the Count of Worcester tells the Count of Shrewsbury : « We are frolic here at court;
much dancing in the privy chamber of Country-dances before the Queen’s Majesty who
is exceedingly pleased therewith. »
Twenty three years later, Marshall de Bassompierre, French ambassador in London, tells in his
memoirs: «Le dimanche 15me [novembre 1626] je m’en allay trouver le roy a Houaithall
[White Hall], quy me mit en sa berge et me mena a Iorchaus [York House] cheux le duc [de
Buckingham] qui luy fit le plus superbe festin que je vis de ma vie. […] Après souper on
mena le roy et nous en une autre salle ou l’assemblée estoit […] ou l’on eut un superbe
ballet que le duc dansa, et en suitte nous nous mismes a danser des contredanses jusques
a quattre heures apres minuit.»18
Another consequence to be drawn from the above: the strong belief that figure dances were
countryside dances is proven false; according to me Country refers to the English nation, not to the
countryside.
We note besides that the preface for Playford’s first edition addresses the Gentlemen of the Innes
of Court, meaning young aristocrats and young men of the Gentry reading law in one of the four
main London colleges before becoming the nation’s elite, ready to second the queen in her Council
and represent her in the shires.

-----------------------------14 A list of dances follows, some of which, The Night Piece or The shaking of the Sheet and Catching of Quails, will be found in

Playford’s first four editions.
15 All the Flowers of the Broom, Peppers is Black and Greensleeves in Thomas Nash’s play Have with you to Safron Walden
(1596) ;
Sellenger’s Round or the beginning of the world, John come Kiss me now, Put on thy Smoke on a Monday, The Cushion Dance
or Joan Sanderson inThomas Heywood’s play A Woman Killed with Kindness (1600). However The Cushion Dance would only be
printed in 1703. The same applies to the very famous Greensleeves , for which we only know an 18th century choreography.
16 Mentioned in Cunningham, James P. Dancing in the Inns of Court. London, Jordan & Sons, 1965.
17 E.K Chambers, The Elizabethan Stage, vol. 4. Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1923, p. 112.
18 François de Bassompierre, Journal de ma vie. Mémoires du maréchal de Bassompierre, vol. 3, Paris, 1875, p. 274.
« On Sunday, November 15 (1626) I went to find the king in Whitehall; he took me in his barge and took me to York House at the Duke of
Buckingham’s who offered the most superb feast I had ever seen... After supper the king and ourselves were taken to another room…
where we saw a superb ballet the Duke took part in. We then danced country dances until four in the morning. »

Let us now see what other dances were in fashion at the end of the long reign of
Elizabeth I and at the beginning of the reign of James I Stuart.
Measures, allemandes, tynternells, gaillardes, voltes, courantes were then the Londoners’ ordinary
repertoire. The first three dances are said to be « low » dances, meaning danced without jumps, in a
procession of couples around the room. The other three include jumps and are meant for one or
several couples. Gaillardes and voltes have their own sequences of jumped steps but measures,
allemandes, tynternells and courantes are made up of short or long sequences of singles and
doubles, same as figure dances later.
Luckily for us, allemandes and courantes also belonged to the French repertoire in 1588 and they
were minutely described, step by step, in a volume published by Canon Jehan Tabourot who gave us
the clearest possible description of singles and doubles : « Vous marcherez en avant du pied
gauche pour la première mesure : Puis mettrez le pied droit joinct avec ledict gauche pour la
deuxième mesure ; Puis avancerez le pied droit à la troisième mesure et à la quatrième
mesure et battement joindrez le pied gauche avec ledict pied droit et ainsi sera parfaict le
mouvement des deux simples […] ; sur la première mesure, fault avancer le pied gauche. Sur la
deuxième mesure, il fault avancer le pied droit. Sur la troisième mesure, il faut encore
advancer le pied gauche et sur la quatrième mesure, il faut joindre le droit avec ledit gauche.
Et ainsi […] sera complet le double […]. L’autre double suivant se fait au contraire du
premier,avanceant le pied droit puis le gauche, puis encor le droit ; et à la quatrième mesure
faut joindre le pied gauche avec le droit19. »
Two contemporaries of Arbeau and figure dances, Italian dancing masters Fabritio Caroso and
Cesare Negri also used variations of open or closed double steps (Doppio – Semidoppio
– Seguito ordinario) and singles (Passo grave – Passo puntato – Seguito spezzato). Here is how
Caroso describes the Doppio in his treaty Nobiltà di Dame in 1600 : « Col fare tre passi,
cominciandosi col pie sinistro, unendo al quarto passo il pié destro al sinistro. »20.
Unlike figure dances, Italian ballets in the late 16th and early 17th century are made up of numerous
and varied steps, organised in families and described in great detail, enabling us to envision the style
of execution for all these steps – a long way from Playford’s scribe, so short on style. If we put
together the English, French and Italian repertoires from 1570 to the first years of James I’s reign,
we can imagine where Country Dances started.

------------------------------19 Thoinot Arbeau , Orchesographie, Langres, 1588, p. 28 [réimpression, Minkoff, Genève, 1972].

« First beat: walk forward with your left foot; you will then join your right foot to your left foot on the second beat ; then you will move
your right foot forward on the third beat and on the fourth beat you will join your left foot to your right foot and will thus have done two
singles… On the first beat, move your left foot forward ; on the second, move your right foot forward ; on the third beat, move your left
foot forward again and on the fourth, join your right foot to your left foot, you will thus have completed a double… The next double will be
done starting with the right foot first, then the left, the right again, and on the fourth beat the left foot joins the right one.
20 Markus Lehner, A manual of sixteenth century Italian Dance Steps, Fribourg, 1994, p 58.
« Take three steps starting with the left foot and joining the right foot to the left on the fourth beat ».

In England
As French dance master François De Lauze put it in 1623 : « Il faut au surplus remarquer que de
tout temps en chaque contrée ou Province, on a eu une danse affectée, comme les Anglais
les mesures et contredanses, les Ecossais les branles d’Ecosse […].21 »

Let us now take a look at Measures
Measures are essential in understanding English figure dances. I quite agree with John Ward who
states in his excellent essay on « the Olde Measures » that measures and figure dances are one and
the same thing22. Measures are the first stage in the elaboration of figure dances, their embryo as it
were.
Between 1580 and 1590 pavanes and allemandes, procession dances made up of repeated
sequences of steps (two singles and one double for the pavane, a sequence of doubles or one double
followed by one single for the allemande), disappear from the English repertoire of social dances,
replaced by Measures but also part of them. About 15 years earlier some London dancing masters, in
particular those appointed by the crown to teach dances23, had taken up linking several sequences
according to the principle of low dance measures but without applying the corresponding
construction rules. They invented pedagogical sequences for well-born young people eager to learn
dancing (actually, they had to learn it: it was part of their education, same as music and fencing).
With the years, these pedagogical sequences became set pieces: the usual eight measures of the four
main Innes of Court, the law school mentioned above24 ; they were noted down in that form by six
different persons between 1572 and 1670.
There are eight such measures. They are noted in the same order in all six manuscripts and with
identical choreographies, although from one version to the next some technical terms are
modernised and some details worked in.
Here are the usual measures at the Inns of Court:
The Quadryan Pavin, Turky Lonye, The Earle of Essex Measure, Tenternayle, The Old
Almain around measure, The Queenes Almayne, Sicilia Almaine and The Black Almaine.
Here are the choreographic sequences in The Queenes Almayne. They show exactly what a dance
with a chorus and an 8 measure first part will be in Playford’s books:
« A double forwards and a double back with the left legg turne face to face and sett and turne with
the left legg-a double forward and a double back with the right legg turne face to face and sett and
turne with the right legg, then slide 4 doubles round about the hall and close, the last double face to
face. Then the first and second part once a piece over again and so on.25”

-----------------------------------------21 François De Lauze, L’Apologie de la Danse, Paris, 1623, p. 9 [réimpression, Minkoff, Genève, 1977].

« Let us note besides that at any time in each country or province there is a specific dance, such as measures and country dances in
England and Scottish branles in Scotland »
22 « In fact, the country dance is nothing but a measure by another name », John Ward, « Apropos ʻThe Olde Measuresʼ », Records
of Early
English Drama, vol. 18, n°1, p. 2-21 [p. 10].
23 Richard Frith, Robert and William Warren
24 Graies Inne, Lincoln Inn, Middle Temple and Inner Temple.
25 See note 14

In France
The Orchésographie can also throw some light on simple figure dances in a circle. There are not many
differences between Sellenger’s Round26 and branles such as Malte or Les Lavandières.
All are about walking round in a circle, dancing to the centre, turning round and doing a few
prescribed actions with one’s partner.
Two other branles, those of La Montarde and La Haye, can also be seen as primitive figure dances
developing one choreographic idea. In the firt case there is even a progression. And the second has
things in common with the three heys in Dargason (in the first edition). The same can be said of
Les Bouffons that, beyond its characteristic fencing part, is organised around a series of what is
called, in the modern vocabulary of English country dancing, square heys or circular heys.

In Italy
A comparison with the Italian repertoire brings even richer results. Not so much for stepping, as we
mentioned above, but as concerns formations and choreographies. Many choreographies for one
couple are found in Caroso as well as Negri but not only : also for one man and two women, or two
men and one woman, for three couples in a circle or in two lines that look just like Longways for
three couples in Playford. The likeness is obvious when you compare Contrapasso nuovo (Caroso,
Il ballarino) with Sage Leaf out of Playford’s 4th edition; or Bizarria d’Amore ( Negri, Le Gratie
d’Amore) with Hit and Miss, Heartsease and Cuckolds all Arrow in the 1651 edition. The last
four, in both repertoires, are squares for two couples. One even finds Italian dances for any number
of dancers, much like the round for as many as will or longways for as many as will.
To sum up : many figure dances are made up of two parts, one built like a measure,
the other like an Italian ballo, with movements linked up in a way that can be very
sophisticated.
Now, how could Italian dances have influenced English ones? Of course we know that ideas and
artistic trends were spread by way of royal marriages, visits by foreign kings or their ambassadors,
and even through military campaigns. Whatever the circumstances, any important person would
travel with many followers including dancing masters and musicians, and gorgeous festivities would
be organised by the foreign guests as well as by their hosts.

Let us see for instance what happened when Emperor Charles V visited the Court of England in 1520.
While the Emperor was in Canterbury with Henry VIII, the men in his suite danced Li Guanti di
Spagna; this dance, under the name Quanto Dyspagne, would later be found in the Inns of Court
lists and it is mentioned in a Marston play in 1604.
The Allemande, as John Ward reminds us (cf note 22), reached England in July 1554, the occasion being
the wedding of Mary Tudor with Philip II of Spain.

-----------------------------26 This dance is described in the 1670 edition but was already known in 1600.

Two more things are worth mentioning : first, dancing masters moved a lot between the main
European courts, where Italian dancing and fencing masters were quite famous; second, young
English noblemen practically had to take their Grand Tour in order to finish their education,
improve their culture and world knowledge ; the tour included France but mostly Italy. The young
men, often with their private teacher, would carry on many activities in the country they visited.
They would attend university classes, concerts, balls, they would take lessons in dancing, riding and
fencing, learn military strategy etc. During the trip – which could last several years – they would
enter new relationships and take up habits that would develop once back in their own country.

One more thing to conclude: the same figures that are used in English and Italian social dances are
the basic material of all ballets, intermezzos and masques in the main European courts over the same
period. As proof, here are the preparatory drawings for Monseigneur le Duc de Vendôme’s ballet
(1610)27 :

THE ENGLISH HISTORICAL CONTEXT
The first half of the 17th century is not a good moment for dancing. The thirty-year war28 is about to
bring desolation to central Europe and involve, to various degrees, all European nations; and on top
of that, France and England will have to face costly civil wars. While in France parliamentary unrest
(1648-1649) then the Princes’ rising against the crown, failed to unbalance the king’s power, in
England the conflict between Parliament and king would end with the elimination of Charles I,
second monarch in the Stuart dynasty.
---------------------------------27 Nathalie Lecomte, Entre cours et jardins d’illusion, Paris, éditions CND, p. 100
28 From 1618 to 1648

It started in 1640 when the King had to summon Parliament to try and get new subsidies. For several
centuries Members of Parliament had been trying at every opportunity to curb the king’s power or at
least be allowed to take a part in the affairs of state. The movement was strengthened when the
Stuarts came to power: they wanted to be absolute monarchs but lacked Henry VII’s or queen
Elizabeth’s political finesse.
Parliament was in session for a month then dissolved and almost immediately recalled. With
contestation rife inside Parliament the king had the leaders arrested on January 3, 1642. The city of
London however took up Parliament’s cause and the king had to flee. The court settled in Oxford and
remained there until 1645. In London, no more masques and entertaining; even the annual festivities
at the Inns of Court were forbidden. Civil war broke out and the country was divided until the
parliamentary party won a victory at Naseby. The king was taken and, after a mock judgement,
executed29.
Power fell into the hands of Oliver Cromwell, a puritan from a mid-gentry family near Cambridge,
who turned out to be a leader of men and a great strategist. He was also a man of authority who had
no qualms breaking up Parliament. He then became Lord Protector and what had been planned as a
republic or Commonwealth after the death of the king became an oligarchy and a military regime –
which only lasted as long as Cromwell, who died in 1658.
During the 20 years the Puritans were in power, life was as lustreless as rules and regulations can
make it. The London theatres, gaming houses and brothels closed; cockfights were forbidden; trading
and travelling were banned on Sundays (Sabbath day), same as going to pubs. Religious services were
stripped of anything that might remind parishioners of the pomp and beauty of catholic services, to
the extent of dismantling church organs31.
André Maurois in his Histoire d’Angleterre32 puts it this way : «Shakespeare’s England was
forced into virtue and soon missed the king’s justice of peace who at least had been a jolly
fellow.»
And that’s the very time – in a context of ending civilisation or at least ending art de vivre, with dance
schools closed down – John Playford chose to submit The English Dancing Master to Cromwell’s
harsh censure. Did he mean to provoke the Lord Protector? Or can this catalogue of dances be seen
as a way to remember a blessed time when people were allowed to dance and enjoy themselves in
London? On that date, November 7, 1650, no one knows the “interregnum” is about to end. In the
spring of 1660 the royal brothers – Charles II to be, the Duke of York and the Duke of Clarence, are
called back from their exile in the Netherlands and enter the capital in triumph.
In those troubled times it was more important to keep what existed than to invent new artistic
forms. Perhaps Playford’s first edition can be seen as a testimonial of what recreative dancing had
been in the London area before the political change, and before the Restoration society went into
new fashions calling for new choreographic forms, among other things.

------------------------------------29 January 30, 1649.
30 April 20, 1653.
31 During the Restoration the Whitehall organ was found again, thanks to John Playford.
32 1st edition, 1937.

THE 1651 EDITION AND ITS PUBLISHER

John Playford

John Playford’s family stemmed from the
Norwich area. The Playfords sold and
published books, in particular in the field of
science and music. It was a family of good
fame, with a coat of arms and links with
Scotland

When his father died in 1639, John Playford was 17 years old. He went up to London to try his luck
and served a 7-year apprenticeship with a Mr Benson. In 1647 he opened a shop near Temple
Church; the shop soon became London’s hub for music publishing, for which he enjoyed a quasi
monopoly. He had a very good taste, knew where to find talent, and would get to publish the works
of all great musicians of the time: Henry Lawes, Christopher Simpson, Matthew Locke and young
Henry Purcell.
Shortly after publishing the first edition of the English Dancing Master, John Playford married the
daughter of a publisher of theological and political books. With money inherited from her father, Mrs
Playford bought a large house that she later converted into a school where she worked until her
death in 1679.
John Playford delegated the printing of the 6th and 7th editions of the Dancing Master to his
nephew. They are the last to have been published under his own name. In 1684 he handed over the
business to his son Henry; he died two years later, held in high regard by all. Purcell wrote an elegy
for his departed friend and publisher.
Henry Playford carried through the editions of the Dancing Master from 1690 (8th edition) until his
death in 1706. He brought about a renewal of the dances, leaving out many of those published by his
father to introduce new ones better suited to the fashion of the day and the mores of an already
deeply changed society. The last editions were the work of lute-maker John Young; with around one
thousand titles, they appear as an encyclopedia of country dancing.33
John Playford did not stop at publishing music. He also spread leaflets about the political situation
and kept that activity running even in the darkest hours of 1649. For instance he published the
minutes of the king’s trial and his farewell speech. When Cromwell’s censure tried to stop him, he
went on under cover even under direct threat from the authorities. The king acknowledged it under
the Restoration.

33 Cécile Laye, «La famille Playford : des artisans du livre », Les contredanses anglaises, volume 3, Chestnut, 2003, p. 22

In the first pages of the fourth edition one is surprised to find a page of advertisement: Playford
commends some of his lute-maker colleagues for a good virginal or a good violin, and lets it be
known that in his shop one can buy an elixir against convulsions, German amber and Doctor Turner’s
famous toothpaste!

By then John Playford is an important and
well-known man. Samuel Pepys mentions him
several times in his diaries as a reference.
Here are two entries out of Pepys’s diaries,
written after several editions of the Dancing
Master had been published.
February 13, 1660 : « I went to Playford’s : against two books I had, plus 6 shillings and 6
pence, I bought his book of songs he still sells for 14 shillings. » and November 22, 1662: «
Today I bought the book of country dances, against my wife’s woman Gosnell comes, who
dances finely ; and there meeting Mr Playford, he did give me his Latin songs of Mr
Deering’s, which he lately printed. »

The 1651 edition

Organisation of the book
After the dedication to the Gentlemen of the Inns of Court mentioned above, the book opens with
a table of contents showing the dances in alphabetical order with their respective page number. In
the book they are in no particular order and unlike what could be expected, no attempt is made to
group them by type of formation. Here is the sequence for the first twenty dances in the first edition:
1.
five longways for 3 couples
2.
one square for 4
--------------------34 Samuel Pepys, Journal, éditions Bouquins, 1974, vol. 1, p. 48 et p. 677
35 In the 4th edition an effort was made to be more methodical and the book started with dances in a circle but the intent was not carried

through

3.
4.
5.
6.
7.
8.

nine longways for 3 couples
one atypical formation
one longways for as many as will
one square for 4
one atypical formation
one circle for 8

After the table of contents we find a list of abbreviations and a few explanations on technical terms:
doubles and singles and set and turn. It is an important page to reconstruct the dances.
Unfortunately the symbols for men and women have been mistakenly reversed, a fact one has to
keep in mind when studying the text. The mistake was corrected in later editions: men are shown as
a circle, women as a half moon.

Page numbering starts with the first dance, Upon a Summer’s day and ends with n°105, The Slip,
as an exception occurs on page 71 which shows two dances: All in a Garden Green and Dargason.

Layout of a page

Each page gives the name of the dance,
the formation, named and represented
by symbols, then the melody (without a
bass line) and below the music, a
description of the choreography. If the
music has two phrases the text follows
and is shown in two columns. Since
dances are usually made up of several
parts, a horizontal line shows where
each part ends. This is very helpful: the
reader can see the whole architecture of
the dance.

If the dance is structured around eight repeated measures, the columns are suppressed and only the
horizontal lines are kept to show the different parts.

Orientation of the formations

Which way the dance is oriented is particularly important for sets of two lines facing each other,
what Playford calls longways. The orientation of the evolutions will be determined by the place of
the first couple, the one nearest the presence36 (P) on a top-to-bottom axis 37, the top being the
presence. However it seems in the first edition it was by no means clear where the presence stood.
For 22 dances it is on the right of the sheet; but for 57 others it is on the left. And for the remaining
20 or so, either circles or squares for two or four couples, most of the time it is simply impossible to
know where the presence is. Sometimes however the text points the way, as in Rufty Tufty where
the promenades in the second part of the chorus help us deduce the couples are placed with a
shoulder towards the presence.

36 The most important person in the assembly, the starting point according to which the ballroom is oriented
37 Top of the axis: the presence ; bottom : the other end

Numbering

In a longways, once you know where the first
couple is, numbering is a given. Squares are no
problem either: a diagram shows the couples
are numbered clockwise. However, no order is
given for circles for 6 and 8. For circles for as
many as will with several progressive figures,
the text gives the solution; for instance in
Peppers Black couple 2 stands to the right of
couple 1 so that progression is anticlockwise.
Once again the text shows us the original distribution of dancers in Lull me Beyond Thee :
(P) 3-1-2-4.
In Confesse, a dance for two men and four
women, the dancers will decide themselves
which man is to make the first arch the second
time round and with which ladies to start the
promenade the fourth time round. In this
dance we must wait for the third part to
understand the dancers are standing facing
the presence or with their backs to it, so that
the ladies are able to promenade towards the
walls, beyond the normal men’s or women’s
line, while the men go to the top or the
bottom of the set.

Where do the men stand?
As mentioned above, the misprint in the list of abbreviations mistakenly reversing the symbols for
men and women creates a confusion that may have spread to Playford’s scribes. Reading the
explanations however shows the man to stand to the left of his partner. For instance in Once I loved
a Maiden Fair, if man 1 gives his right hand to man 2 then, looking down to the bottom of the set,
gives his left hand to his partner, it means he stands with his left shoulder to the presence.
We find exceptions the meaning for which escapes us. For instance in the first edition we find three
squares for four couples. For two of them, Fain I Would and Hyde Park, the men stand to the right,
which the text clearly states. But they stand to the left in Dull Sir John, a peculiarity that doesn’t
change anything in the dance and is generally ignored nowadays. In the fourth edition the men are
also on the right in Chelsea Reach but on the left in Hunsdon House. In Lull me Beyond Thee, a dance
mentioned earlier, men 3 and 1, in the top square, are on the left, while men 2 and 4 are on the
right. This time the diagram shows it and the side switching in the bottom square plays a part in the
choreography.
Writing and using the music
Year after year the editions changed a lot, in particular with regard to the music: it became easier to
read. Many tunes in the first edition had no bar lines and the inflections were by no means clear. The
tunes were written for the viola but from the third edition they are transposed for the violin. In the
11th edition in 1701 the music is written with the new fonts, with joined quavers and round note
heads instead of lozenge-shaped ones.38
In the first edition the repeat sign did not exist. The publisher had to think up a symbol to show a
phrase is repeated twice or more, with a dash topped by one or several dots. It is quite an important
sign but not always reliable, unfortunately: better look at the description of the dance.
The dancers have to match their moves to the number of bars in the melody: Playford’s text does not
explain, unlike the single music sheets that guide the dancer from bar to bar, and unlike the
Orchésographie that shows a sequel of moves next to the corresponding staves.
Easy enough to match moves and music for recurring parts (Lead – Siding – Arming); hard going
sometimes when one tries to work out the flow of evolutions.
Sometimes it seems there is not enough music to cover a given movement, as in the first verse of
Mayden Lane: a hey for three, normally requiring eight bars, is supposed to be done in three. Or in
the slip step circle in The Phoenix: eight dancers find it difficult to achieve it in just four bars. At other
times there are not enough movements to fill in the music, as in the first verse of the Merry Merry
Milkmaids where the right hands across figure needs a supplement.
-----------------------38 In Les contredanses anglaises, volume 3, Cécile Laye, 2003, brochure descriptive des danses du CD3 de Chestnut, Sugar and Spice

We have no indication as to the tempo for the tunes in the Dancing Master. Nowadays they are often
played in a fairly quick tempo, a bit too quick sometimes. Here too it is necessary to go back to the
description that will help dancers and musicians to determine the character for each dance: snappy
like a gig or more solemn like a pavane, with the appropriate tempo.
Some movements demand a given tempo, for instance slip steps, not to be mixed up with gallops,
and even more, kissing, hand kissing and other “morgues” in dances including miming bits.
Changes in the list of abbreviations

Some changes occur over the years in the Dancing Master: the previous versions are not just copied.
After replacing his father at the end of the 17th century, Henry Playford adds to the abbreviation list
with four very useful words: improper, to show one or several men are on the women’s line and the
reverse, proper, when the dancers keep to their usual positions. The whole figure means a hey for
four dancers on a square and The Figure half round means half such a hey.
The editors’ decisions on what to keep from previous editions and what could be suppressed are an
important question: the technical terms in the first edition (simple, double, set and turn) were kept
through to the last and their definitions did not change, even though he persons responsible for the
later editions were fully aware of the steps then in fashion and, in a few cases, clearly recommended
them.

------------------------------------39 Here are for instance indications from the 1706 and 1710 editions, carried out by Young and Pearson : « Mr Lane’s

Trumpet-Minuet to be danced with the minuet step - A New Minuet: the Dance must be done with the minuet step - Lady Mary’s
Courant: this dance should be done with the courant step if the company can do it. »

INCLUDING FOURTH EDITION DANCES
Why I extended the research base to 18 dances out of the 4th edition
The 1651 edition has long been the considered the main basis to understand the repertoire of English
dances in the time of James & Caroline. However over the past 50 years research has unearthed
documents in existence before the first edition40 showing that Playford’s first edition didn’t include
the whole of the 1651 repertoire; some important dances were left out, or perhaps Playford’s scribes
did not know them.
I wrote about dances mentioned in Elizabethan plays. Many of them are not included in the 1651
edition (Sellenger’s Round ; Catching of Quails ; Put on thy smoke on a Monday ; The
Cushion Dance later published with the caption An Old Round Dance). Obviously there is no
guarantee these dances are the same as those published in the 3rd or 4th edition but we may
suppose they are.
In the British Museum are kept notes written by a gentleman studying at the Inner temple; among
exercises on fictitious cases is found the description of four important figures 41.
These documents seem to have been written in 1648. The dances are untitled but two of them have
been identified as Hunsdon House and Spring Gardens, the first a square for four couples, the
second a longways for four couples, missing from the first edition but included from the 1655 one.
The third dance is close to Lull Me Beyond Thee found in the 1651 edition. The fourth dance has
not been identified.
At the same time, The Lovelace Manuscript42, includes, among other things, a description of 32
figure dances; 19 of them are variants of choreographies found, three years later, in the first edition.
Another dance is also in the 2nd edition and two dances are in the 4th. However, ten titles are
completely unknown in all of Playford’s 18 editions.
Sometimes the dances in the Lovelace Manuscript are close to those described by Playford, but
others show differences, for instance Jack Pudding (each of the two variations can help explain the
other). Or sometimes the formation and the choreography differ from one version to the other,
under the same name. ThusThe Chirping of the Nightingale belongs to the circles for all in one text
and to the longways for six or for eight in another.
The first edition itself provides some examples. In the first verse of Fain I would, a square for four
couples, after the description the text suggests referring to one of the figures of a dance called
Oxford. The title alludes to the time in the civil war when the king and his court had found shelter in
the university town. But the dance given as a reference is not found in any of the Dancing Master
editions. Instead, Nonsuch and Al-a-Mode de France which are in fact the same dance are
included in the first edition – which shows dances were under constant transformation.
That is why I found it interesting to enlarge the corpus to these few dances out of the above
mentioned sources and to a few more I find of particular interest.

------------------40 In particular James Cunningham’s 1965 paper « Dancing in the Inns of Court » and Carol Marsh’s more recent study, « The Lovelace

Manuscipt, A Preliminary Study », Rothenfelser Tanzsymposion, 2004, p. 81
41 British Library, Lansdowne, 1115
42 Houghton Library, Harvard University, MS Eng 1356

Who actually wrote the Dancing Master ?
Playford is unlikely to have described the dances himself but may have overseen the work. In his
dedication to the gentlemen of the Inns of Court, he writes that after a very ill-conceived book on
dances had been published, he felt obliged to make his own contribution to help teachers and pupils,
« with the assistance of a knowing friend. »
I think several persons contributed to the book: some descriptions are not as exact as others. One of
the scribes, I think, writes thinking of a future reader wholly ignorant of the dance. The second scribe
is far less careful: his aim is to provide a reminder for people who already know the dance; so that he
starts on a description of the third part of Shepheard’s holydays and lets us down with just an:
etc…

A FIVE-ENTRY TYPOLOGY
Dances from the first edition can be classified according to a few characteristics, something, I think,
specific to that repertoire.
1st entry: classifying according to the simples and doubles in the introduction
movements of figure dances before an unchanging “chorus” part or before the
“verses”
Introductions are the recurring movements starting most of the figure dances. Out of 105 dances in
the first edition, 92 start with an introduction. These fixed movements, three of them, are helpful to
the dancers. The first introduction, lead and fall back, means going up in the direction of the
presence, then falling back. We came across it in the measure The Queen’s Almayne out of the
Inns of Court manuscript. The second introduction, siding, means you step towards your partner’s
right shoulder, fall back, go towards his/her left shoulder. Arming, the third introduction, means a full
turn with the partner, arms touching.
In the 1st edition, 15 dances have only the first introduction, followed by a specific sequence of
moves; and only one dance, Confess, has four introductions, with doubles in a circle as a change from
doubles up and down. There are also four introductions in Sellenger’s Round, a dance from the 4th
edition.
Dargason , out of the 1st edition, is built around the second and third introductions, with a hey in the
third part. And 13 dances have no introduction.
Introductions appear as sequels of “allemande double” or “allemande double coupée” if you use the
French Renaissance vocabulary, or as measures if you use the English one. I therefore propose to
follow the rules then applying to French and Italian dances and start the first double with the left
foot. This is a change away from the English practice that does not respect the double and single
structure and chooses to start with the right foot.
Five models can be distinguished according the number of bars in the melody:
1. Introduction in 4 bars with a repeat and four doubles (dddd) ; 31 dances.
2. Introduction in 8 bars with a repeat, split into four doubles, two singles followed by a double,
repeated: (dddd-ssd-ssd) ; 20 dances.
This is just like an “allemande double” starting with the left foot, followed by a pavane bit with two
singles to the side and a double turning on the spot: once starting with the left foot (the double with
a turn to the left), the second time starting with the right foot (a double to turn to the right)

3. Introduction in 8 bars, repeated, split into: two doubles followed by two singles and a double,
twice43 (ddssd-ddssd) ; 38 dances. Starting with the left foot the first time, with the right foot the
second time.
4. Introduction in 6 bars, repeated, with six doubles (ddd-ddd) ; 2 dances. The first sequel of three
doubles starts with the left foot, the second with the right foot.
5. Introduction in 7 bars split into: two doubles followed by three singles, repeated (ddsss-ddsss);
1 dance. Starting with the left foot the first time, with the right foot the second.
Sorting out the dances into categories enabled me to point out the large number of exceptions to
each model, mostly about the first introduction.
A few longways in the 4th edition bring something new: an unusually long introduction, the like of
which is not found in the 1651 edition. I worked in particular on The Duke of Lorain’s March (16
bars), and on The Gossip’s Frolick (12 bars).
Videos of regular and irregular introductions are available for each model.

2nd entry: classifying according to the choreography coming after the introduction
The sequences following the doubles and singles of the introductions vary a lot; three groups can be
identified in the 1651 edition.
1. « Chorus » dances: 12 dances. This type of dance was to last a long time : 18th century
« cotillions » can be considered as having chorus parts, since they include a « chorus » after nine
novel introduction movements called entrées or syncopes.

--------------------------43 In models 2 and 3 the two singles followed by a double bear the technical name set and turn. Dancers take a full turn on the spot with

a double, as they do in the Les Lavandières branle for instance

2. Dances with a « verse »: the largest group by far, with 56 dances, some of them highly
complex.

3. The last group includes very different dances:
1. Choreographies similar to the Italian masters’ balli.
2. Dances including an introduction and a specific sequel of figures
3. Dances including an introduction followed by one or several progressive figures
4. Process dances, such as Staines Morris, in which the first man dances with all the women,
bringing the last one up to the first place with each repetition, or as Half Hanniking, in which all
dancers progress one place to the left each time the dance is repeated.

Videos for each group are available.
Irregularities in some dances
The research I am presently reporting on highlighted a fact that had escaped me so far: not all dances
are homogeneous; some of them are made up of unequal parts. For instance the first verse of
Scotch Cap and the last one of Jack Pudding are three times as long as the other two verses for
each of those dances. In the same way, the verse coming after the siding in Mage on a Cree is
longer than the first and third ones.
In Althea after the first atypical introduction, the four-part verse does not recur in the rest of the
dance.
It is surprising as well to find a convincing, original choreographic principle used during the best part
of a dance abandoned before the end, which gives an unpleasant impression of getting winded. Thus
in Spring Garden the third part is disappointing in Playford’s edition, a bit more interesting in the
British Library manuscripts mentioned above.44.
-----------------------44 British Museum, Lansdowne, n° 1115

Dances are made up building on a stock of existing movements.
We don’t know who made up the figure dances in the first edition, when or how they were created.
Some dances seem to have been improvised to fit a given tune. We thus find bits of identical
choreographies in various dances. For instance in the first edition, the second verse of Blue Cap and
the first verse of New Exchange are copy-pasted, and the same applies to Millison’s Jig in the 1st
edition and Black Nag in the 4th edition, where we find identical first verses.
Some dances seem to have been used as a matrix to make up more complex ones: for instance Lady
Spellor and Adson’s Saraband , or Put on thy Smoke on a Monday and Kemp’s Jig.
Some dances seem to stem from a – possibly collective – spontaneous expression. However, others
are clearly the result of methodical thought and obvious expertise, a job resulting in a well thought
out choreography that flows through the different parts and makes the dance interesting
throughout.
What steps should be used in the verses?
On each page of the 1651 edition, we are reminded that introductions, and the first one in particular,
must be done using doubles. What about the steps used in the chorus and verse parts?
It is sometimes possible to do them in doubles but very often there is too much distance to cover.
And yet, we can find no suggestion in the text. Should the dancers skip to cover more distance? Or
should the doubles structure be broken up in ways suggested in the Orchésographie or in the Italian
books?
3rd entry : classifying based on the dancers’ formation when the dance starts
There are many possible different formations. Here they are, with the number of dances in each
case. A dance may belong to more than one group.45
1. Square for two couple : 8 dances
2. Square for four couples in quadrille position: 3 dances
3. Circle for three couples: 3 dances
4. Circle for four couples: 5 dances
5. Circle for as many as will: 6 dances
6. Atypical forms: 5 dances
7. Longways for three couples: 22 dances
8. Longways for four couples: 16 dances
9. Longways pour as many as will: 39 dances

--------45 For instance, Dargason is both a longways for 4 couples and an atypical formation

Dances in which dancers face each other in two lines (Longways) make up two-thirds of the corpus
even in the first edition, a proportion that was only to increase in later ones. It seems a good idea to
take a closer look.
The mention as many as will is misleading, in particular in view of the present way dancers in
unlimited numbers join a dance if the hall is large enough. It is highly likely however that at the time
the 1651 edition was published, as many as will meant in fact a more limited number of dancers.
Out of the 39 dances labelled longways for as many as will, 34 are illustrated by a diagram
showing eight dancers, so that they cannot be distinguished from the 16 longways for eight in the
same edition. Four dances have a diagram showing six couples: Once I loved a Maiden faire,
Lavena, The Country Coll and The Fryar and the Nun. Only one, Step Stately, called a Long
Dance, is meant for three, five, seven or nine couples.47

As I see it, the mention as many as will simply lets the dancers know that a particular dance
includes no figure implying a given number of participants (for instance, no hey for three or four
dancers). In that case it doesn’t matter if three, four or five couples take part, as long as the
musicians adapt to the situation.47
Let us keep in mind however that longways often include progressive movements and that the more
participants, the more repeats, and the longer the dance lasts.

--------47 Cécile Laye, «Les longways as many as will dans la 1ère édition de Playford », Les contredanses anglaises, volume 3, Chestnut, 2003, p

48 Ibidem

In Playford’s first editions, longways for as many as will are long, complex dance (much simplified
later on). They include introductions and both non-progressive and progressive parts. The
progressive movement, when it exists, must occur from top to bottom so that all dancers finish the
dance where they started it. And whatever the number of dancers, one only starts dancing when met
by the head couple, which may mean a long wait – perhaps a good way to learn on the spot, for
people unfamiliar with a particular dance.
In some longways for six, only the last verse is progressive: at the end of the dance, the dancers are
not back at their starting place.
André Lorin brought back the longways for as many as will in France between 1684 and 1688. It took
root at Louis XIV’s court before meeting competition from the square for eight named “contredanse”
and sometimes “cotillion”.

Videos of different types of progression will be made available.

I ultimately classified the 105 dances of the 1st edition and the 18 out of the 4th one according to the
changing position of the presence (4th entry) and to the music (5th entry), as explained in the
presentation of the 1st edition.

CONCLUSION

Playford’s scribes teach us a lot but by no means everything. Trying to reconstruct a figure dance out
of the 1651 edition means filling in gaps and often having to choose between several possibilities, so
that subjectivity unavoidably comes in. Besides, although we have a precise enough idea of the
movements in the dance, we sorely miss information on how to do them. The already quoted
Lovelace Manuscript suggests some movements can be very dynamic, others danced in a more
solemn style but the text is as silent as Playford on matters of style.
In spite of that, I hope I managed to show that English country dances as published in Playford’s 1651
edition make up an inventive repertoire and played a major part in the evolution of social dancing. It
would only be fair to give them their rightful place in the continuum of historical dances.
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